Study, intern, or conduct research in a country renowned for its natural beauty and magical lore.

From our flagship center in the heart of Edinburgh to programs at prestigious institutions across the country, there is a perfect fit for you at this extraordinary destination.

Our staff at the Arcadia Edinburgh Center will support you throughout the program, ensuring you’re well-prepared and feel at home as you delve into Scotland’s history, architecture, and traditions.

Arcadia Abroad Offers:

- Academic credit
- Professional experiences and research opportunities
- Personalized support from program staff
- Activities and excursions
- An unforgettable semester or summer

Excursions & Activities

Studying abroad is an experience like no other, and Arcadia’s programs will help you create lasting memories. Our diverse, life-changing excursions, events, and activities—many of which are free and included in your program—range from a homestay with a Scottish family to tours and presentations that engage you in unique aspects of Scottish landscape and life, including:

- **Active Scotland**: Explore Scotland’s landscape while partaking in sports and recreation.
- **Creating and Imagining Scotland**: The Arts and You
- **Origins**: Scotland’s Identity and the Forces that Shape It
- **Discovery & Invention**: Scotland’s Unique Scientific Contributions
- And more!
Arcadia Abroad Programs

- Edinburgh Napier University
- Glasgow School of Art
- Royal Conservatoire of Scotland
- University of Aberdeen
- University of Edinburgh
- University of Glasgow
- University of St Andrews
- University of Stirling
- Edinburgh Virtual Global Internship (online)
- Museum Studies Internship Summer
- Scottish History Summer
- Scottish Universities International Summer School
- STEM Summer Research - Aberdeen
- STEM Summer Research - Glasgow
- University of Stirling Summer

While providing so much support—whether it be with classes, acclimating to the culture, or travel plans—the Arcadia staff also provided me with enough freedom to truly learn for myself all of the wonderful things about Scotland.

— Sarah Rosenbaum
Northwestern University student, University of Edinburgh

studyabroad.arcadia.edu/scotland

Scholarships Available